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Tinycards | Launch
Tinycards is a flashcard memorization app created by Duolingo, who claims to be the most downloaded
education app in the world. Memorization cues are presented with appealing illustrations and playful animated
transitions which create a game-like element to the learning process. The brand feels fresh and bright while using
repetition to aid the memorization process. Users move through different levels of achievement which provides
encouragement and a playful environment.

Positives
✚

On launch the user is greeted with a bright blue screen with the central hero character icon
beaming a huge grin. Colored chips illustrated with more icons of learning topics fan out
above. The message is immediate and appealing, learning with Tinycards is going to be fun!

✚

Clearly the brand is focused on presenting itself as happy and friendly, two emotions that
often immediately connect with a user.

✚

If the user has a Duolingo account it is possible to log immediately with that profile.

✚

I was pleased to find that I did not have to create an account in order to preview the app. I
could jump right in and try it out by simply pressing Get Started.

✚

However, creating an account is very quick, as the app only asks for name & email. One can
also login with Facebook or Google.

✚

There is no email verification process, so I could jump in immediately.

Negatives
✖

The aesthetic was pleasing to me and I liked the feel of the app right away, but
I might see that at first glance some users might think it was merely a children’s
game app, and not realize it to be a sophisticated tool for learning vocabulary.
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Tinycards | Onboarding

Positives
✚

Bottom menu is extremely easy to navigate, with clear icons.

✚

A compass directs to the main search page, which shows favorites, people to
follow and trends.

✚

The interface is quite intuitive, pressing the plus icon immediately creates a new
deck, and its very easy to select languages, & create quizzes

✚

I liked that it was immediately apparent how to make my deck private or public as
soon as I created it.

✚

Quick convenient share function for the decks is available.

✚

The silhouette icon accesses the profile info and top right gearwheel provides
quick access to expected settings of notifications, username, password, etc.

✚

There is an icon on the top left to quickly shoot a message to the Tinycards crew
for feedback/help, which I thought was great and friendly.

✚

Easy to sign out

Negatives
✖

Upon creating an account I was asked if I was a student or teacher. There were no
immediate explanations on what types of benefits I might receive with this type
of profile. However its available on the website, and looks like the app works very
well for social groups.

✖

There was the standard request to send notifications, but no immediate
clarification on what the notifications were for. Later I was asked if I would like to
set up notifications to help me with a study schedule which I thought might be
helpful.

✖

Did not see a way to make the user profile private
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Tinycards | Navigation

Positives
✚

The critical part of the app is the Search tab which is prominently located at the
very top. It is very easy to type in subject keywords and a corresponding matching
list of card stacks appear. Its easy to select one and start learning immediately.

✚

Stacks start simple with multiple choice variations, then gradually begin to mix
quiz-type cards and evolve into the more challenging fill-in-the-blank format.

✚

The hero character has simple playful expressions which change if the user
answers correctly or needs more practice. Facial animation of the character and
the timing of the flashcard flips are quick and perky, which creates personality
and the feeling of an encouraging study companion. Although fun for all, this may
especially appeal to children.

✚

After successfully progressing through sequential sets correctly, the user
completes different levels, and is granted access to more difficult content.

✚

Possible to play card sets from various users, and there is also the option to
“follow” someone if you would like to be notified of new content put out by them.

Negatives
✖

I did not see an option for audio beyond bright chirps which cheer when answers
are correct and another funny little sound to encourage one to try again if the
answer is wrong.

✖

There was not a tutorial or popup buttons to assist with the navigation, but I
thought the interface was so clear that I did not need it.
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Tinycards | Functionality

Positives
✚

Users can create their own decks for free, uploading custom images and creating
cover images to distinguish their sets.

✚

Extremely intuitive interface, I quickly made my own deck with several cards.

✚

Cards can be easily edited or deleted as desired.

✚

Very easy to make decks private or viewable to all with a toggle.

✚

Drafts are saved if the user exits the app.

✚

Study sets that are started, but not completed before the app is closed appear
again in favorites for convenience. However might also be a negative if the user
did not wish to continue that set, as there doesn’t seem to be a way to delete it.

✚

There is a “needs practice” option that can be used for more repetition on cards
difficult for the user to memorize immediately.

✚

Options for many languages

Negatives
✖

There was not a tutorial to guide the creation of flashcards, but I thought the
interface was so clear that I did not need one at all.

✖

Did not see a way to make the user profile private

✖

Not sure if this is a negative, but more of an observation that the first page when
opening the app (therefore the main) is the search library, with favorites and
selected followers as opposed to the profile page which holds the user’s custom
sets.
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Tinycards | Analysis & Summary

Why do you think this is a successful product (or not) in terms of meeting the goals of its users?
✚

I found Tinycards to be a charming combination of learning techniques and

✖

I did not see any overall negatives.

gameplay creating a fun and enjoyable experience. Bright simple elements are
integrated well within a simple and intuitive interface that is easy to navigate.
✚

The app works very well to provide functionality for its two main goals: access to
study sets created by the community as a whole, and the ability to create custom
sets for personalized studying.

What do you think the designers did to make it a successful product (or not), again in terms of the users?
✚

The interface is kept very simple to provide ease of clarity and intuitive

✖

One feature that the other apps I analyzed had that Tinycards did not

movement through the app while using the community study sets and

was an audio feature. I think that adds quite a bit to the learning process.

personal sets.

Currently Tinycards only has chirps and beeps which are activated whether
an answer is correct or not.

✚

The app is thoughtfully designed with a focus of fun throughout the
learning process. This comes through with the hero character popping up
every so often and the perky animations of the flip cards.

How do you feel using this product? What could be better?
✚

From the very beginning I had the feeling that using this app was fun. I was

✖

I would revisit the design of the homescreen which appears at log-in, and

attracted by the bright colors, cute illustrations, cheerful animations and

provide integration with the user profile page which contains the users

game-like chips motifs. It maintained my interest to study.

personal study sets. Currently the two pages are completely separate with
the homescreen displaying 1) suggestions for new study set possibilities &

✚

As I continued to explore the app, I was impressed that in addition to simple

trends 2) sets more recently practiced and 3) followees. The current setup

topics, the app also had progressively sophisticated topics, anatomy, history,

works ok, but I think it could be better with initial screen referencing directly

geography etc. I could see it being useful for many types of users, on

the user’s own personal sets.

various levels of learning skills.
✖
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Quizlet | Launch
Quizlet brands itself to be the world’s largest student and teacher online learning community. Emphasizing simple
tools and study modes such as flashcards and matching games, the mobile app presents millions of content study
sets on numerous topics. Premium users are allowed to create their own flashcards, compete with original imagery
and audio. Available in many languages, users practice and share with others from around the world on many
levels from schoolchildren to college-level science and professional certifications.

Positives
✚

Although the splash screen does resemble standard white “mockup” template environments
seen often these days, the scene is pleasantly lit to focus on hands engaged with the app.
Three props are on the perimeter, each with subtle symbolism: the laid-back sunglasses, a
coffee cup to inspire the focus on studying, and a cup of pencils, the icon of education.

✚

The app appeals to a young hip user (or perhaps someone who would like to be), studious
and serious but with a cool edge, which can be interpreted from the shades and the brown
suede sleeves.

✚

The primary color blue often symbolizes professional, and down to business, so the user
may have confidence this is an app that offers quality content.

✚

The bright teal sign up button at the bottom is a pleasant complement to the darker blue,
breaking up the more conservative palette with a lighter touch.

✚

I am greeted by the tagline: “Simple tools that let you learn anything - for free.” Sounds
amazing! Let’s see.

Negatives
✖

Its not immediately obvious that one can access the app without signing up, as it
initially appears there are two choices: “Sign up for free” or “log in”.

✖

The blue color may appeal to some users, others may feel its too conservative, or
as we see more of the interface, it is a bit reminescent of facebook.
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Quizlet | Onboarding

Positives
✚

From the log-in screen there are 3 options to swipe left. Its not very obvious, but
subtly hinted to with the small gray buttons below the hands. Swiping left, I was
granted access to three additional screens.

✚

I now see 4 icons, but have no further info on what these four different ways are,
or what the icons stand for, so how can I choose what might work for me? I have
to look further. Hmmm. I swipe again.

✚

With the second swipe I now have the option to search quizlet, previewing the
150 millions sets already created! This was great. I was able to spend time looking
through the app before I signed up. I liked this option very much.

✚

One more swipe tells me I can create my own study sets, however I can’t do this
unless I sign up. Makes sense.

✚

The sign-up is easy, also available through google and facebook. There is an
option to choose a fun user name.

✚

There is a message that offers notifications for helpful study hints

Negatives
✖

Not immediately obvious that one can access the info for free- as its only available
on the 3rd swipe.

✖

New users are asked if they are a teacher, but there is no information on
educational benefits or special offers if clicked. (it is available on the website)

✖

I am not a fan of birthday signups, takes longer and feels invasive.

✖

There is no further information on what those four icons on the second swipe
page actually are or what they do- so they not directly useful. However may not
directly be negative, it may provoke the user to explore further.
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Quizlet | Navigation

Positives
✚

The menu is simple and clearly arranged with buttons on the bottom row well
designed with labels below the icons for clarity

✚

The search bar is prominent and easily seen at the top, making it easy to find new
study topics and browse sets from others.

✚

When a new topic is entered in the search bar, 4 tabs are available to find study
aids: study sets, diagrams, classes and users.

✚

When study sets are clicked on, the mysterious four icons on the onboard are now
clearly labeled and accompanied by a fifth - “Learn”.

✚

When clicked, each of these icons took me to different way of learning: matching
games, multiple choice, writing terms, true and false, and a “test”. All of these were
easy to understand, informative and fun.

✚

While working through learning sets, a top status bar shows progress which may
be inspirational and useful.

✚

Users can apply background colors and themes for personalization and aid with
memorization.

Negatives
✖

For some reason the bottom menu is not always seen when inside the search
function and study sets. I am not quite sure why this was happening, but it was
annoying because when the menu did not appear I had to exit out of the search
and back through the top left arrow to find the menu options again. It also initially
had the confusing effect of not knowing exactly where I was in the interface at
times.

✖

No tour of features/orientation or onboarding navigation option, so I was not really
sure what to do initially. just started exploring and clicking on stuff. This slows
things down, some users may enjoy the discovery, others might be frustrated.
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Quizlet | Functionality 1

Positives
✚

Google promptly imports my avatar so I feel comfortable quickly. There is also a
small library of cute animals to pick from or you can upload your own.

✚

After taking a look and clicking on the two icons in the top bar, I realized that I
could create folders and then save my sets here for future reference. This was
quick and easy to do.

✚

Easy to see how to create a new study set with the top teal bar

✚

Easy to share study sets with friends and community.

✚

Users can set a range of languages and add audio. However listening to some of
the audio for Sanskrit yoga cards yielded some funny phonetic interpretations.

Negatives
✖

Appears that the home screen is the “Latest Activity” tab. This was a little
disorienting because I felt that there should have been more integration with the
profile attributes here to feel more personal. It seems to basically show my history
of searched sets here instead.

✖

Its not immediately obvious which features are free and which are premium. For
example the scanning/uploading of images feature is only available for premium
users, but this is not clear until one tries to enable the function.

✖

Cannot create own sets of images without upgrading to plus.

✖

Not sure how to make study sets private. Perhaps this is accessible in the premium
version.
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Quizlet | Functionality 2

Positives
✚

Various fun messages and emoticons appear after submitting correct answers,
motivational hints if the answer is wrong. Congratulations appear after completing
a study set. These might be encouraging for users to continue.

✚

There is a progress bar to see metrics of success.

✚

There are offers to set reminders and notifications to help with a study schedule.

Negatives
✖

There are banner ads sprinkled throughout the interface. Perhaps they are not
shown on the premium version.

✖

Limited features for free version.

✖

While exploring the app, I did not understand the classes feature. When I searched
for topics of the classes I was given keywords and an option to join a class, but
no info about the class- so why would I want to join it? This was unclear. However
looking at the features on the website looks like this attribute has a lot of potential.

✖

Help center available, but it is a link that takes users outside the app. They might
not come back.

✖

No delete account button found
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Quizlet | Analysis & Summary

Why do you think this is a successful product (or not) in terms of meeting the goals of its users?
✚

Quizlet presents an engaging way to learn, combining the functionality of a

✖

There was no orientation, tutorial, or popups to help a new user navigate

flashcard app with appealing visual features and the possibility to engage with a

through the app for the first time and accomplish the basic tasks (such as

large social network.

deleting flashcards and joining classes). Therefore some of the functionality
takes longer to figure out, taking more time from learning, and also possibly

✚

Several different study modes are available to appeal to various preferences for

losing the user’s attention.

learning information and the process is easily navigable. In order to accommodate
different learning preferences, the app offers five different games with appealing

✖

emoticons and characters to encourage users along the journey.

On-boarding I would have made the link to preview the app before signing
up more visible, possibly on the first page. I think that is friendlier.

What do you think the designers did to make it a successful product (or not), again in terms of the users?
✚

The menu was kept very simple, with the immediate goal of creating study sets.

✚

The search function, which is the most important feature, is easily accessible and

my profile page (which collects the sets/folders/classes) and the separate

facilitates the learning process immediately.

search page which gives access to new study sets, diagrams and classes.

✖

I would like to have an obvious homepage which collects all my information
and is integrated with the search feature. I had to go back and forth from

✚

I felt these should be able to be accessed from the same page instead of

Sets can be created quickly and easily with descriptive terms. Many languages can

always switching back and forth. This could possibly be solved very simply

be used, and the audio feature is fun. The layout is so simple one can begin studying

by just allowing the search bar to be on the top of the profile like it is on the

Negatives
within minutes of downloading the app.

other pages.

How do you feel using this product? What could be better?
✚

I enjoyed the app, and although I did not find it difficult to navigate, it was
not as intuitive as Tinycards

✖

I think there should be a clear way to indicate which features are premium,
so users are not disappointed when pressing a button to scan their original
imagery to the cards, only to find out that they are not able to do this with

✖

Although the individual quizes/tests have a progress bar which appears

the free account. I think this is a challenge for how to brand an app, whether

while taking them, I did not see any tally of my cummulative progress with

it really pushes users to buy the premium version, or if the app is meant to

the different sets I had created for study. I would like to have a way to show

be friendly and accessible for all users. Both positions have their uses, but

my overall progress of test scores over time, possibly using a graph. It might

focusing on the topic of learning I would try to create the latter, and figure

be nice to have ratings of difficulty on the sets, which could help create a

out a way to make the “free” users feel they are really getting a tremendous

metric for the progress.

amount from the app, and then they might possibly purchase it in the future.
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Memrise | Launch
Memrise is a visually appealing language learning platform using flashcards as memory aids. Using audio, imagery and
memorization techniques the app uses “elaborate encoding” to connect new learning to existing memories. The platform claims
to do this using mems, which can be mnemonics, etymologies, funny videos, striking imagery or memorable phrases to help
with memorization. It explains that the “mems work best when they stimulate your senses, imagination and your emotions”.
The tagline is “Learning, made joyful.”

Positives
✚

Engaging illustrations are the first touchpoints of Memrise. Starting with the thumbnail in the
app store with its small colorful rocket shooting into space amidst flowers and clouds to the
cockpit of the rocketship on the splashscreen, the user is made aware that she is well on her
way to being “beamed” into an exciting mission of discovery and learning.

✚

The illustrations are charming, fun and approachable, yet maintain a certain sophistication,
which inspires confidence in the potential of the app as the user begins the journey.

✚

Creating a narrative for the user of embarking upon a mission of discovery creates
excitement and curiousity for the learning process. This metaphor is reinforced later with
characters, icons and backgrounds.

✚

Emphasis upon a fun and imaginative method

Negatives
✖

I had to create a profile immediately to access content, I could not find a way to
preview the material.
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Memrise | Onboarding

Positives
✚

Creating an account is very quick, as the app only asks for name & email. One can
also login with Facebook or Google.

✚

There is no email verification process, so I could jump in immediately.

✚

Users have the option to learn over 25 languages, geography, history, science, pop
culture, up to 300,000 courses.

✚

It was very clear how to move through the initial process of selecting which
language to focus on.

✚

The interface is very creative, continuing the mission/journey metaphor with
beautiful illustrations but still able to focus on the interface itself.

✚

In settings I found several fun audio preferences, including music while learning
and sound effects.

✚

Profile settings are comprehensive, but clear with options for words per session
and daily study reminders

✚

Comprehensive options for contacting Memrise for troubleshooting provided.

Negatives
✖

There was no orientation or on-boarding tour, but things seemed to be pretty
clear at this stage of the process of creating my profile and the initial setup.

✖

Although I liked the creativity of the on-boarding message “Welcome to the
Alliance....” I thought the choice of font was a little odd as this is the only time it
shows up in the entire interface. Its a little distracting.
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Memrise | Navigation 1

Positives
✚

There are levels of learning to move through and these levels are laid out as if they
were the journey of the rocket, starting with the launchpad. I found it to be fun
as each destination on the journey focuses on different vocabulary sets: foods,
numbers, destinations, family names, etc.

✚

The main navigation is clear in the bottom bar, but the secondary navigation (the
four icons in the corners of the screen) are not quite as obvious. However when
the user clicks on them it is clear what they do: share, pick daily goals, engage in
chats, and help from the grammarbot. I found it to be very creative.

✚

The chat function was fun and even had an audio feature.

✚

I felt inspired to learn as a result of moving through the interface.

✚

The pen icon at the top right provides quick access to how far the user has
progressed through each level and information on the learned vocabulary.

✚

Trophy icon celebrates top learners with a list of names and tallies of how many
words learned and acumulated points.

Negatives
✖

If the user is not very inquisitive, some features may be not be found. For example
one has to click on the four colored dots in the popup menu of the review in order
to access the new words and video sets.

✖

Initially it take a bit of time to explore all the features as they are not all
immediately obvious, but I thought it was well worth it.

✖

Some of the features are only available for premium users, but from the thoughtful
design of the app it looks like its probably well worth it.

✖

At times the bottom menu bar was not present. Not sure why. If I wanted to access
those functions I had to navigate myself out backwards.
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Memrise | Navigation 2

Positives
✚

Appealing space alien characters appear in quick entertaining animations to
encourage progress and announce the winning of points when certain goals are
met.

✚

It is easy to set up daily progress goals and there are reminders and notifications to
help stay on track.

✚

Easy to preview status metric on the profile page shows current practice status
and overall progress totals displayed with cute illustrations and colored tabs.

✚

Opportunities to upgrade to premium are cleverly and creatively integrated within
the aesthetic of the learning platform with illustrations. These messages also
make little jokes and/or connections to themes that might appeal to the user. For
example a discount to join was offered to celebrate Earth Day.

✚

Ability to take many courses at a time.
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Memrise | Functionality

Positives
✚

I found the flashcards to be simple, direct and effective, accompanied by
multiple choice selections and audio cues as well as videos to reinforce language
pronunciation.

✚

A progress bar shows after completion of each set of cards to instill confidence
and encouragement.

✚

I enjoyed the different methods of teaching and felt they were combined well
within the sets. It felt cohesive and I liked listening to the audio cues while working
with the printed vocabulary.

✚

I thought the videos were short and effective, helpful for the pronunciation.

✚

There is an ability to search and follow friends and social networks who are also
members.

✚

Possibility to download and access courses offline.

Negatives
✖

This section visually felt different from the illustrated sections of the interface.
I think they might have easily tied it together by putting some of the space
backgrounds behind the cards/video instead of just white. But maybe the thought
it was better to keep it simpler in order for the user to focus. However it just felt a
little too separate for me as the illustrations were such a high quality.

✖

I did not see a delete account feature.
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Memrise | Analysis & Summary

Why do you think this is a successful product (or not) in terms of meeting the goals of its users?
✚

I found Memrise to be beautifully designed with a fairly intuitive interface and

✖

Of the three apps I researched, Memrise has the most extensive interface,

think it has tremendous appeal. The tagline for the app, “Learning, made joyful”,

& detailed offerings focusing upon learning a new language. Although very

really comes through at each stage of discovery. Innovative learning methods

creative, the experience may initially be slightly confusing as users may not

are presented clearly, combined with metrics of progress and gorgeous design

be able to locate desired features right away.

elements on each level of the experience.

What do you think the designers did to make it a successful product (or not), again in terms of the users?
✚

I think the app is extremely engaging and appreciated the mission/journey

✖

While previewing these apps, I am noticing a common challenge with the

metaphor used throughout the learning methods. The little characters are

homepage. While I thought Memrise approached this pretty well given the

very cute and the color palette and illustrations really add to the experience,

amount of information they are providing, I did think that the four buttons

creating an imaginary “environment” for learning.

on the four corners were not completely clear on first glance. They seemed
too different from each other so I was not initially sure if they were just part

✚

✚

The UX of the actual learning methods are simple, direct and designed very

of the overall illustration or actual navigation. I think this could be solved

well, for example the slides integrated with labels and audio, the matching

fairly easily with bolder colored borders on the circles, labels, or closer

games, the chats and grammar bot.

proximity in placement to each other.

Cleverly integrated progress and status bars throughout, in addition to the
overall progress metric displayed on the user profile page is very helpful
to gauge how the user is prceeding in the learning experience and is also
encouraging to continue the process.

How do you feel using this product? What could be better?
✚

I found Memrise to be an absolute pleasure to explore and was impressed

✖

I think it would be nice to let the user preview some of the lesson cards

by the depth of information available to the user presented in such a

before creating a profile. This is friendlier and easier for the user to see if the

beautiful format.

app will work for them before they sign up. Some users may be put off at
sign-in if they have to provide info upfront and just move on to another app.

✚

I think for serious learners who do not mind taking a little extra time to get
up to speed with the fairly detailed interface (as compared to the other apps)
Memrise will work extremely well.

✖

I think because the interface is fairly elaborate and extensive, an initial
tutorial of functionality or at least pop up hints on the features would be
helpful when the app launches for the first time, with an ability to opt-out if
desired. (there is a video available on youtube which shows some features).
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